
Committee Overview 

The European Union (EU) is the political and economic union of twenty-eight sovereign 

European states. The EU has created a single market with a common currency, the euro, that aims 

to allow the free movement of goods, services, people, and money. After World War II, the EU was 

created in order to create peace through economic cooperation and interdependence. In 1951, the 

European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was created after a proposal by the French Foreign 

Minister, Robert Schuman. The ECSC consisted of six member countries: Belgium, France, Italy, 

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and West Germany. Due to the success of the ECSC, more countries 

were incorporated into the body over time resulting in the founding of the European Union in 

November 1993. The European Union is made up of the European Parliament (EP), the Council of 

the European Union, and the European Commission, the European Court of Justice (ECJ), and 

several other institutions.1 

The European Parliament is the legislative body of this conglomeration. It is one of the 

largest democratic electorates in the world with approximately 751 members from all member states. 

Representation in the European Parliament is scaled to the size of each country’s population. 

Instead of organizing by nationality, members organize themselves according to political lines.2 

 The EP began in 1952 as the “Common Assembly” of the European Coal and Steel Community. 
During this time, the EP did not have any true legislative power; it only served as a place where ideas could 
be exchanged and discussed between representatives of each member nation’s governments. T



hese original representatives were taken from each state’s national legislature, and were not voted as a new 
position. 

 Since its days as the Common Assembly, the EP has grown into one of the most powerful 

legislatures in the world. In 1979, members of the EP were directly elected by the people for the first 

time. Since then, elections have been held every five years. 

The EP has gained more powers over recent decades. In late 2009, the Lisbon Treaty came 

into effect extending the European Parliament’s law-making abilities, and making the EP equal to 

the Council of Ministers. Along with additional legislative powers, the Lisbon Treaty gave members 

of the European Parliament the right to elect the European Commission’s head, approve of reject 

international agreements, and have greater budgetary powers.3 Currently, the European Parliament 

acts as a co-legislator for most EU law. The EP’s responsibilities include discussing and passing 

laws, monitoring other EU bodies, and supervising the annual budget. In addition to its legislative, 

supervisory, and budgetary powers, the EP works with the national parliaments of EU member 

nations.4 

Reforming the ECJ 

Overview 

 The European Court of Justice is the highest court of appeal in the European Union. The 

ECJ was founded in 1951 as part of the European Coal and Steel Community. In 1957, the 

European Community was established under the Treaty of Rome with the ECJ as its court. When 

the European Union was founded in 1993 under the Maastricht Treaty, the jurisdiction of the ECJ 

expanded to cover new powers associated with the larger body of the EU. Since then, the ECJ’s 



powers have been progressively increasing with treaties such as the Treaty of Amsterdam, Nice, and 

most recently, Lisbon in 2007.5 

 The ECJ is made up of twenty-eight judges, one for each member state of the EU, and nine 

Advocates General. Judges are appointed by the collective agreement of the governments of 

member states and serve for six year terms, which can be renewed.  According to the Lisbon Treaty, 

each candidate must “be tested for independence and impartiality, juridical capability, and ability to 

function in English and French” before being appointed a judge.6 Although rejections are rare, the 

General Court has the ability to reject candidates whom it finds unacceptable. The current president 

of the ECJ is Vassilios Skouris, who was appointed in 2003. The Advocates General are legal 

counsel that assist the judges by giving an opinion on cases involving new points of European law. 

Although this opinion does not bind the judges presiding over the case, it is often followed. Based 

on the complexity of the case, the Court will sit as a full court, fifteen judges, five judges, or three 

judges.7 

 The primary job of the ECJ is to enforce EU law and check the power of other EU 

institutions. A number of different proceedings falls under the jurisdiction of the ECJ. In requests 

for preliminary rulings, the national courts of member states will ask that the ECJ interpret and 

clarify a point of EU law. The Court’s judgment will then bind every national court in the EU 

wherever the same issue is brought up. The ECJ also determines whether member states are 

fulfilling their obligations under EU law, decides whether or not to annul measures that have been 

adopted by an EU institution that might go against EU treaties or rights, and reviews decisions of 

the General Court. Should an EU institution fail to act when called upon, the ECJ has the power to 

apply necessary measures to ensure that the institution fulfills its duties. Many of the judgments of 

the ECJ affect important areas of EU law such as free movement of goods, freedom of movement 



for people, freedom to provide services, equal treatment, fundamental and social rights, and 

European Union citizenship.8 

Direct Effect & Supremacy 

  There are two basic principles that guide the European Court of Justice: direct effect and 

supremacy. In 1963, in the case of Van Gend en Loos v. Nederlandse Administratie de Belastingen, 

the Court ruled that the Treaty of Rome created a Community that included not only the member 

states but also their citizens; “the Community constitutes a new legal order of international law for 

the benefit of which the states have limited their sovereign rights, albeit within limited fields, and the 

subjects of which comprise not only Member States but also their nationals. Independently of the 

legislation of Member States, Community law therefore not only imposes obligations on individuals 

but is also intended to confer upon them rights which become part of their legal heritage.”9 

According to this ruling, not only did EU law apply to national governments, as was the traditional 

approach to international law at the time, but it also directly impacted the citizens of member states. 

This gave member state citizens the right to use the EU courts for appeals or to bring action against 

EU decisions thought to violate fundamental rights. 

Just one year later, in the case Costa v. ENEL, The ECJ established the principle of 

supremacy. The principle of supremacy states that in cases where Community law and national law 

disagree, Community law takes supremacy, and that member states no longer have sovereign rights 

in this way when they become EU members. Once an ECJ decision is made, it becomes applicable 

to all other member states as well in the same circumstance. In following rulings, the ECJ clarified 

and more firmly established the principle of supremacy, asserting their legal dominance.10 

Controversies 



 The growing power of the ECJ is causing concern among European governments who 

believe that it has too much influence and is no longer able to serve as an unbiased court for 

Europe. One major criticism of the court is its excessively close relationship with the European 

Commission. The Court is meant to serve as a check for the other branches of government in the 

EU. However, according to Damian Chalmers, professor of European Union law at the London 

School for Economics and Political Science, “the Court has grown too institutionally close to the 

EU to now be judicially effective” and is “enmeshed with the regular policy-making of the EU.” 

Chalmers argues that the Commission is using the ECJ as a “legal rubberstamp” to do its work for 

it.11 Between 2006 and 2010, the Commission won in 91% of its cases, and this high success rate has 

caused critics to say the ECJ is biased against member states. According to Lord Mance, a 

prominent British judge, the ECJ is too invested “in the development of the EU to discharge the 

checks and balances role successfully.” 12 

 Another major criticism of the ECJ is its large amount of power, such as the principle of 

supremacy, which oversteps its boundaries. Former German President Roman Herzog is included in 

the many critics of the ECJ. According to Herzog, the ECJ is undermining national sovereignty and 

jurisdiction. Among other things, he accused the ECJ of acting more like a legislative body rather 

than the judicial body that it is meant to be, calling the Court arrogant and unrestrained. Herzog 

goes on to say that “the ECJ deliberately and systematically ignores fundamental principles of the 

Western interpretation of law, that its decisions are based on sloppy argumentation… and invents 

legal principles serving as grounds for later judgments.”13 The Former German President is not the 

only one to feel this way. In Denmark, Ralf Pittelkow, advisor to the former Prime Minister, said 

that the Court has taken over “political decisions that ought to be the responsibility of elected 

representatives” and Wolfgang Schussel, former Austrian Chancellor, accused the ECJ of meddling 



with the country’s education in 2006.14 Marc Bossuyt, Chairman of the Constitutional Court of 

Belgium agreed with the criticism of the power of the ECJ by calling it a “government of judges.” 

According to Bossuyt, with its principle of supremacy, the ECJ forces its rulings onto countries 

without understanding the laws that are applied. Like other EU countries, he expresses his concern 

that the ECJ has become a law-making body rather than a law-enforcing body.15 

 However, the Court also has a number of supporters who believe that the work done by the 

ECJ has been vital to the progress of Europe. Anne-Marie Burley, a law professor at the University 

of Chicago, and Walter Mattli, an Oxford economist, say that the ECJ “laid the legal foundation for 

an integrated European economy and polity.”16 Without the work of the ECJ, European law would 

not exist in the concrete and defined way it does today. As for Community law and the principle of 

supremacy, they provide a force that unites the EU together. According to its supporters, without 

supremacy, there would be no point to the Court or EU law if member states could just choose to 

ignore their decisions. Without direct effect and supremacy, there would be nothing to uphold 

Community law, thereby undermining the EU and the European market. 

Potential Solutions 

 With the amount of power and influence the ECJ has over the European Union and its 

member states, making sure that it is functioning fairly and effectively is vital. Many reform options 

have been discussed by leaders throughout Europe. As mentioned before, many countries are 

unhappy with the power and jurisdiction the ECJ currently possesses. Some believe that restrictions 

should be placed upon the ECJ to limit the number of cases the ECJ takes, especially cases for the 

European Commission. Another potential solution is to split the ECJ into multiple courts in order 

to ensure that one court no longer possesses such great power over the EU and end the threat of a 



“government by judges”. However, there is no way to guarantee that by splitting the court, the new 

courts will act solely judicially and not legislatively. In addition, with smaller courts, it may be even 

more difficult to avoid the mandatory rulings by foreign judges that Bossuyt feared. 

Other more radical ideas include abolishing the ECJ and the principles of direct effect and 

supremacy. This solution is not ideal, but it may help to avoid accusations of infringement of 

national sovereignty and inspire more trust in the EU. However, this may make it difficult to 

maintain EU law consistently throughout Europe or bring up grievances against EU institutions. 

Cases would instead have to be discussed by the European Parliament or Commission. While this 

may result in more diplomatic solutions that all national governments could agree on, it would make 

the process much less efficient and greatly limit the number of cases addressed. It would also 

undermine the solidity of the EU as a whole by drawing into question the validity of the ECJ and its 

former rulings. Still, others believe that the ECJ should remain as it is and continue functioning with 

all its power intact. Reforming the ECJ is necessary, but there is no sure way to go about doing it. 

Questions to Consider 

1 Has the ECJ accumulated too much power or overstepped its boundaries? How should the 

ECJ’s power be reduced while still allowing it to be functional? Or should it be abolished? 

1. Should the ECJ be divided to reduce the amount of power a single court possesses? How 

will you make sure that the new courts do not grow to have too much power like the ECJ? 

2. Has the ECJ become a political body? Has it created a “government by judges?” 

3. Is the ECJ still an effective check on other EU institutions? If not, what steps should be 

taken to make it more effective? 



4. What should be done about the European Commission’s excessive use of the ECJ? 

5. Does the principle of supremacy violate national sovereignty? 

6. Should the principle of supremacy be overruled? If so, how do you ensure that the decisions 

of the ECJ will still be followed? 

7. Is the ECJ able to make proper decisions for a specific country even though it is made up of 

foreign judges? 

Human Trafficking 

Overview 

 The EU currently faces the growing problem of human trafficking within its member states. 

Human trafficking is the trading of human beings, an act considered a grievous violation of human 

rights. Between 2008 and 2010, human trafficking rose by eighteen percent, but the number of 

convictions fell by thirteen percent. Over this three year period, the European Union found 23600 

of human trafficking. It is believed that there are hundreds of thousands of victims currently all 

across Europe.17 Many victims of human trafficking are not west European, simply roped into this 

situation with the promise of migration. Human trafficking is often described as a modern form of 

slavery by the European Commission.18 

 The European Commission sees a direct link between human trafficking and prostitution, as 

the majority of victims are forced into the industry. However, people use victims for forced labor, 

illegal adoptions, forced marriage, and organ trafficking as well.19 Prostitution remains the prevailing 

problem and main motivation for human trafficking as sixty-two percent of victims are used for 

sexual means. Because of the nature of prostitution, eighty percent of victims are women and girls. 

The majority of trafficking victims are European as well with sixty-one percent of them coming 

from EU member states.20 A vast amount of trafficking victims originate from China and Nigeria, or 



tier 3 trafficking nations. Tier 3 trafficking nations are countries that fail to meet the minimum 

standards for the prevention of human trafficking, thus making them ideal destinations for the 

supply and transit of victims.21 

 The majority of European victims come from Romania and Bulgaria, both of which are 

formerly communist nations located in the Balkans.22 These two nations both suffer from unstable 

economies and corruption in their governments. While Romania is more stable than Bulgaria, its 

economy is vulnerable to shifts in the market. However, Bulgaria currently suffers from slow 

economic growth and faces widespread organized crime.23 Victims are often captured through 

deception. Traffickers offer appealing incentives such as aid in migration or occupational security. 

Once the victim has crossed the border, he is then exploited through coercive means into industries 

like forced labor or prostitution. 

 While forced sexual slavery is the major driving force behind human trafficking, it is not the 

only motivation. Another example is the illegal organ trade. The demand for organs exceeds the 

amount that can be supplied. As a result, black market organ trading has grown. Victims are 

captured and their organs are removed which are then sold for a high price. Corrupt surgeons are 

required for this process as well.24 Currently there are an estimated 880000 forced laborers in 

Europe. These forced laborers account for approximately twenty-five percent of victims. They often 

work in industries such as agriculture, hospitality, cleaning, construction, and processing without 

earning wages.25 

Current Action and Controversy 

 The Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings is an 

international human rights law drafted by the European Council in Warsaw in 2005. The convention 

was a means of uniting the European nations to exhibit mutual cooperation and present a united 

front against human trafficking. Although victims have entered their current nations illegally,  the 



convention stated that victims would not be deported, but rather granted rehabilitation for their 

abuse. The convention also sought to investigate and prosecute this crime effectively, and as a result 

founded the Group of Experts on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings, or GRETA. 

GRETA is a monitoring mechanism for human trafficking, made up of ten to fifteen delegates from 

a variety of states. These members are very diverse, and are chosen for their high moral character, 

experience in the field of human rights, and assistance of victims.26 

 In 2011, the European Union drafted a directive to further tackle the issue of human 

trafficking. Directive 2011/36/EU set minimum standards for what could be deemed human 

trafficking as well as its complimentary punishments. The directive states that the maximum prison 

time one can attain is ten years, but only if the victim was particularly vulnerable or a child. 

Additionally, they can also receive this sentence if they are associated with a criminal organization, 

endangered the victims life, or caused serious harm to the victim. Otherwise, the perpetrator will 

receive a maximum of five years of imprisonment. Victims receive counseling as well as possible 

compensation for what they have gone through. Children can get things such as education as well. 

Prevention of human trafficking involves raising awareness, reducing demand through education 

and training, making sure trafficking is established as a crime, and training officials to come into 

contact with victims.27 

 Controversy has arisen over the different steps taken by nations to prevent human 

trafficking. Though the directive required the twenty-eight member states of the EU to implement 

these stricter measures, only nine of the twenty-eight member states had done so as of June 2013.28 

Though the laws had to be introduced within two years time, only twenty nations had done so by 

the deadline. By the year 2014, Germany had still failed to obey the directive’s requirements. 

Directives designed to curb the organ trading business and forced labor have failed as well. Even 

though EU member states are required to implement these measure by law, they fail to do so.29 



From 2008, when the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human 

Beings was passed, to the year 2011, the rate of human trafficking did not decrease. The amount of 

convictions for the crime have decreased as well. These failures now cause many to decry the EU for 

failing to not only attain the goals set by their legislation, but also to follow the directives they 

created in the first place. Though directives are drafted and passed, they are never actively enforced. 

Controversy also exists over the effectiveness of the current European Union plans to 

combat the threat of human trafficking. Some believe that prostitution, while a driving factor for 

trafficking, gets too large of a focus in legislation. This then downplays the importance and severity 

of tackling issues such as illegal adoption or the organ trade.30 Then, there is the corruption in local 

governments themselves. While solving issues using transnational laws creates a co-operative 

atmosphere in the EU, many criticize the fact that these laws fail to translate to the local level. 

Corruption exists in many member states, and simply passing a law is not the same as enforcing it.31 

Human trafficking is a plague in Europe. In the year 2013 there were 1746 reports of human 

trafficking in the United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom there are now regular slavery raids in an 

attempt to eradicate the issue, each resulting in arrests.32 One case from the UK is about two 

Lithuanian women who were coerced into sexual slavery. While in Lithuania, a woman convinced 

that she could go to the UK in order to earn money for her families.. Once she arrived, this woman, 

named Roze, was told that the money had already been paid for, and that she was simply working it 

off, not knowing that she had really become a slave. She was then forced into marriage and was 

raped consistently by her new husband. She managed to get into contact with her family, causing her 

captors to have trouble with authorities. However, this only caused her husband to drop her and set 

her down the path of prostitution. As her original captor stated, “they were looking for a new man 

to buy her and was told that if they did not find one, she would be taken to a place where many 

different men would pay to have sex with her.”33 



 

Possible Solutions 

 One possible solution to this problem is to stabilize the economies and governments of the 

nations the migrants originate from. The vast majority of victims of human trafficking are migrants 

who come from EU member states. These member states have shaky economies and corrupt 

governments. While the EU’s actions have attempted to promote cooperation between nations, local 

governments can still be corrupted and aid the industry. If nations such as  France aided these 

nations' economies by enforcing transnational laws at local levels, then the desire of emigration 

would decrease. This would cause human trafficking to decrease too. However, the monetary cost 

and effort this would require may be too much for these nations, but it still strengthens the bond 

between European nations and aids in creating a united Europe. 

 Others state that one should focus on the domestic sphere. If one were to provide 

education, training, and money to the poor, then people would not have to resort to forced labor or 

prostitution. Given a guarantee of safety and a reliable social safety net, many would be more willing 

to seek aid from the government. Victims who receive compensation and other incentives are more 

willing to contact the government.34 Education and training would allow victims to seek employment 

and integrate into society. While this would require many resources, elimination of poverty would 

greatly aid the development of a nation. 

 Then, there is border control. Most victims are smuggled into the countries they work in, so 

border security is a vital part of prevention. Border guards are key actors in the fight against human 

trafficking. They are the first responders as they look over everything that crosses the border. 

Therefore, they must be able to recognize and aid victims. Some propose a training program for 

border officers so they can better recognize victims when they see them. Others believe that border 



control should be tightened and made less fluid. If less people are allowed in, and if security is 

harsher, then the possibility of victims being smuggled in would decrease.35 

 Finally, a fourth solution could be to increase penalties for criminals. Currently, human 

trafficking results in a few years in prison. If increased, criminals would believe the risks outweigh 

the benefits. However, the traffickers would not be the only ones penalized, customers would face 

charges too. While there are already measures to prevent this, if they were to be increased, there 

would be more of an incentive to not engage in this illegal activity., since people use forced labor 

due to its low price, an increase in the risks would cause many to avoid it.. If the demand is cut off, 

then the operation would cease because there would be no point. However, does the creation of 

negative incentives truly matter in what is already a legal activity? What is more effective, cutting off 

the supply or the demand? Should one focus on solely their own nation, or others as well? How can 

one actually make it so the entire EU would actually follow these measures? 

Questions to Consider 

1. When legislation is passed, how can it be ensured that all EU member states will comply? 

2. Should trafficking be attacked at its point of origin or destination? 

3. Is it more effective to attempt to stop the supply of victims or to curb the demand for them? 

4. Is there any point to these past directives if nations do not follow them? 

5. Should the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings 

and GRETA be considered failures due to the rise in trafficking and decrease in convictions? 

Or are they preventing an even worse scenario? 

6. Are the penalties for human trafficking suitable in their current state? In what ways do they 

currently affect human trafficking, and how can changing them affect their influence? 

7. Is simply educating the populace enough to prevent them from being forced into slavery? 



8. Many victims of human trafficking are either afraid of seeking aid or simply lack any 

incentive to do so. What ways can more people be encouraged to speak out? 

9. How can one go out and search for those that are currently affected by human trafficking? 

10. Many say that current anti-trafficking laws have too much of a focus on prostitution. Is this 

true? If it is, then how can laws be adapted to avoid the issue? 

 

References for Further Research 

· https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ee.html - Provides 

good background about the European Union. 

· http://europa.eu/about-eu/index_en.htm - Also has lots of basic EU information as well as 

things like detailed press releases. 

· http://www.europarl.europa.eu/aboutparliament/en/00b3f21266/At-your-service.html - 

Good for detailed powers and procedures of the European Parliament. 

· http://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/Jo2_7024/ - Information about the ECJ. 

· http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/default_en.asp - A collection of news 

stories about Human Trafficking 

· http://www.unodc.org/documents/human-

trafficking/Country_profiles/Western_Central_Europe.pdf – While not a database for research, 

this .pdf contains useful statistics for all of Europe. 

· http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/index_en.htm – This is from the European Union's 

official site, and has summaries of the directives and legislation that has been passed 
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